TWG 2013 SECURITY INSTRUCTIONS

During The World Games 2013, the National Police will display a security plan, with 2.596
policemen who will provide the necessary assistance to the entire community.
Respectful Travel
Responsible travelers will review and respect the policies of the nations that they visit.
TWG2013 representatives and participants must understand and avoid illegal behavior
and understand the profound consequences of being accused of illegal activity in a foreign
country.
Safety and Security
TWG2013 Participants must understand and follow the recommendations and precautions
while staying in the city of Cali:






Always pay attention to your personal belongings. Specially passport (ID) and
accreditation. (If you lose your accreditation badge, the cost will be $USD100). You
will need your passport at the hotel and at the Money Exchange Places.
Always keep in contact with your IF Staff and the CLOC Staff.
Save in your mobile phone the contacts given by CLOC. See Operations
Department (Bulletin N4 p. 38). Cali Emergency Police Number: 123
Contact volunteers or people with CLOC uniforms/ national police for any doubts or
requirements

Precautions at the Hotels
Hotels designated by the organization are safe and will have accompaniment of volunteers
and hotel coordinators during the staying of TWG2013 participants. Please see the
following recommendations:






All rooms are not non-smoking.
CLOC will cover only room and breakfast with taxes. All additional costs will be
covered by athletes. At the moment of the check-in, hotel will require passport (ID)
and credit card in case there are additional costs.
Keep your money or valuables in a safe place (security boxes) at the hotel rooms.
Only take pre-booked taxis or recommended by CLOC/hotel.
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Health Recommendations


Water is potable in Cali. However, it is recommendable to buy bottle water;
hydration (bottle water) will be available at the catering centers and at the venues.

General precautions around the city
The city of Cali in Colombia is generally safe and locals are extremely friendly and helpful.
However, as in any city of the world it is important to have precautions.







Do not draw too much attention to jewelry, wallet or camera, etc.
Do not carry large amounts of money or wear valuable watches or jewelry.
Do not walk in remote areas (or at night) alone.
Do not let your personal belongings out of your sight.
Avoid using your mobile phone in the street.
Do not accept offers of food, drink or cigarettes from strangers.

Tourism


If you are planning to do tourism around the country, it is very recommendable to
use a Travel Agency. At the hotel you will find the necessary information, including
the cultural route.
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